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About This Game

"Calm down. This is all normal. Well, it’s a new normal. There was a malfunction that we can’t fix yet, but with your help I can
make symptoms bearable. We’re all in the same boat here and should help each other."

"I’m Shelly, a lead scientist in General Education research facility. The job title is longer, but it’s not important. Here’s what I know
so far, though."

"The experience-sharing program that we were studying went haywire. Maybe it’s that black box, maybe something else. The main
symptom for you is that your nightmares and dreams no longer require sleeping to manifest. These hallucinations is all your

subconscious. It turns out that given enough time with it, we go insane. But we can fix that."
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The Long Reach is an adventure game filled with colorful characters, puzzles, and a shock of discovery. Wait, weren't we
supposed to say “joy of discovery”? That can’t be right.

The Long Reach takes place in New Hampshire, in the fictional town of Baervox. The game draws its inspiration from Lone
Survivor and The Cave and all the classical adventures (except that The Long Reach is set in the present day). You don't play in
a post-apocalyptic world or explore a fairy-filled fantasy world. You’re in the thick of it, just around the corner from the place

where you buy your groceries.

The Long Reach is a horror-thriller hell bent on screwing with your perception of things.

The game misuses stunning pixel art to create gruesome and unsettling images.

You’ll be playing as Calvin throughout the game - this is an example of the lies and deception that we have in store for
you.

You won’t be forced to figure everything out. Escape if you wish, in fact we encourage you to run for your life!

Solve puzzles that require thinking outside the box. The box provided by our publisher was never used during the
development.

You’ll be able to talk with plenty of characters. In fact, you’ll have a chance to pitch in every five lines or so.

A classic adventure game inventory filled with keys and weird stuff (note: no Elvish swords glowing faintly blue when
evil is close in this game).

Original atmospheric and haunting soundtrack. The composer's not right in the head, he brought weird stuff home to use
in the soundtrack. We’re all concerned for his cat.
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A new game meant to look old, i dunno. One of the best RTS's you can get imo.. Enjoyable. It could be better with deeper story,
loot explanations, and perhaps some mechanics tutorials. Good fun, and pretty game.. Demonlisher is ugly, and the gameplay
may be original, but it doesn't feel like it: run around and shoot monsters while collecting stuff. This game wasmade back when
640x480 was still a thing and 3D was cool (and it would have been ugly even then); today, anyone would whip this up in 2D in
Flash and make it actually playable and enjoyable and nice to look at.
In the big lottery that is the bargain bin, this game's a dud. Don't waste your money.. This game is *really* pretty! I've got
something like 178 VR titles in my Steam library, and the graphics and enviornments in this one were still enough to make me
say "Woah!" outloud.

It feels almost like I'm standing inside the game 'Journey' (graphics-wise), and that feels *amazing!*

The gameplay is active, addictive, and feels *very* distinct from other 'punching games' like Audiosheild, Bitslap, or Thrill of
the Fight.

I'm breathing pretty hard after my first few rounds, and I expect I'll be playing this a *lot* in the future!

One note: I was a little confused at first, because it seemed like sometimes I was punching enemies, and it wasn't killing them...
And then I realized you need to punch them in the red 'eye' to kill them, and things got a lot more satisfying afterward.. gt;Buy
Game
>Get Darthmod (Vanilla 2 easy 4 me)
>Start campaign as glorious Belgium
>Get declared war on by Batavian "Republic" 2 turns in; they don't stand a chance against mighty Belgian war machine!
>Build up armies - finnally have one whole stack
>Invade Oldenberg
>Blitkrieg with Hussars
>Oldengerg nubs last 16 minutes against superior Belgian general Wouters
>Ally with France to avoid painful anal penetration
>Everyone goes mad; 4th coalition as first coalition?
>Invade Denmark, Pommerania, Norway, and Sweden. Belgium now controls sound! All shall bow down to superior Belgian
seamanship and classical music! (That's a geographical pun, son!)
>Get wrecked by English navy
>360 cannons on one ship is 2 OP 4 me
>Invade England with two army stacks and one trade ship
>Take England in 2 turns: seperate army takes Prussian capitol simaltaneously.
>Bust out powdered whig and start to dance behind computer screen at 3 o'clock on a Saturday night by myself
>Get peace with UK. King of UK now Prince of Wales...literally....they only have Wales. Scotland and Ireland begin ridiculing
England. Invade Scotland. No more laughing. Ireland becomes faithful ally of mighty Belgium.
>Still at war with Ruskies
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>NotGood.jpg
>Repel 4 stacks of Russian hordes with 2 mighty Belgian stacks led by general Wouters and less significant general
>None compare to mighty general Wouters...except Schimmelpinink
>Invade Russia like Napoleon never could
>Take Moscow...in winter
>General Wouters is General Winter
>IlluminatiConfirmed.jpeg
>MFW - Mighty Belgian lion defeats puny Russian bear(must've been too drunk to fight properly)
>Belgium controls Lowlands, Scandinavia, Russia, and Sicily
>Why does Belgium control Sicily whilst only holding Pommerania in Central Europe?
>Cus' muh' spices bruh!
>24,000 in trade per turn
>MFW Belgium makes more selling bearskins to Norwegian hunters than Saudis do selling oil to Americans
>Belgium has biggest navy in world(That's what she said)
>This is after 20 hours of play: Worth every second(Belgian troops be sexy af)
>Next, Belgium will conquer mighty French empire to south
>Then: THE WORLD!(Europe that is, becuase Europe is the world)
>Eendracht maakt macht!
>Leve de Koning! Leve general Wouters! Leve 19 eeuwigse oorlogsmethode en tactieken!

>As for game; 10/10 would conquer world with unusually stable and for some reason dominantly Dutch Belgium agian.
. Ok...let's see well i love tycoon,ecom sims,soo i am willing to try anything once Right??

So they tell us new artist coming soon..so i will let that one go.

I LOVE the idea of the game! but right now ,,not the game,,,i tried to play the game,could only play in windows mode,and after
playing for about 30 mins or sooo...
I COULD NOT SAVE THE GAME!!!!!

soo lol great idea ,but the game is not ready for the public.. New to VR and still not understand the high cost of unfinished
games. I get they need funded to become somewhat better but when the game is released as what feels to be a demo, I lose
interest. Maybe when more content is added I'll consider playing again but as of now, keep working on it. Great concept and
idea just a lack of everything from gameplay to content. Not many bugs but my AK-47 disappeared through the map twice
already which sucked cause I had a pile of mags and no gun.

$20.00 is not even worth it. Maybe $5 would suffice.
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Cute little adventure in the fairy forest. The game has 2 critical bugs at the end.
7\/10. What a great game honestly. Lisa is an RPG that is heavily inspired by the Mother series, but takes a much more somber
turn and becomes its own original thing. As such, the combat system is somewhat similar to the one of the Mother series for
comparison, but also features a few more differences, even though it is nothing too impressive. The soundtrack is also
reminiscent of Mother, being weird and wacky when fighting weak enemies, foreboding when you are fighting tougher enemies,
and overall very fitting for the more serious moments.

But the biggest appeal of this game lies within the story and the characters. They are very complex and well developed. The
game also gives you some lore every now and then, in the form of cutscenes that are flashbacks from the protagonist's past. The
best thing you can do with this game is to not read anything about it and buy it if you enjoy story-driven turn-based RPGs of this
kind and... are not feeling clinically depressed. The game does have its funny moments (sometimes they are random, other times
they are bitter-sweet), but it is quite saddening.

It is a shame it has not been officially translated into other languages, however, I believe there are fan translations out there so
it's not too bad.

Not a perfect game by any means (the sprite work is at first glance very ugly and can turn people away, even though you will
later appreciate how its ugliness sets the mood better), but you will miss out if you don't play this hidden gem, it is truly an
experience to be had.. This game is great for both those who love aviation both for those who do not like. It's addictive even not
counting with excellent graphics, are reasonable, even account only the radar screen and control the aircraft. It is not easy,
especially if control a large airport and mainly control the largest aircraft in the world in terms of passengers, the A380, as it
needs a much larger room for the turn and so on. Recommend yes this game.. if you like a game that does literally nothing. this
is the game for you.

9\/100. This game is very simple bike 2d shooter, but still somewhy very addictive. It is also challenging and not very easy game.
I hope that game will progress in future and maybe somekind other enemies added, like some boss style if there yet aren't. I like
also that there are different weapons. In this style and this price I only can recommend this. WTF? Why I bought it? Confusing,
bring me out after a few seconds.

1/10. a complete waste of every penny spent.. Countless Rooms of Boredom

Such a waste of unreal engine powers.

You do nothing but wander around cluelessly, telling from the point of view, you are the midget, abandoned in the hospital.
Nothing is going on.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=787250873
You just go from one room to another, receiving rare screamers and sometimes white floating sphere. The one and only good
thing is that *original* main menu, where you go around the room and press buttons for settings.
You also go through most of the objects in this game :|
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=787250985
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=787251115

This game is bad, you can buy it on 90% sale to sell cards.

Creativerse Goes 64-bit on November 15th!:
Hello Creators,

Over the past few months, we have investigated reports of reduced performance and worked hard on changes that will reduce
crashes and improve overall game performance. Our update tentatively scheduled for November 15th will contain a number of
performance optimizations, and will upgrade Creativerse to a 64-bit client.

Upgrading to a 64-bit client will address a majority of memory-related crashes players report and set Creativerse on a path for
more ambitious content. A vast majority of our players are already utilizing 64-bit operating systems, and are all set to enjoy the
improved gameplay. A small number of players however, are still running 32-bit versions of Windows which will no longer be
supported with the update release
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In preparation for the release, we have put together an FAQ to help you make sure your system is prepared:

MAC USERS:. R9 -- Key re-mapping and bug squashing:
Creatifriends!

Happy new year! It's time for R9. Since we took the holidays off, this is going to be on the lighter side as far as releases go.
There's only one new feature -- though it's an often requested one -- key re-mapping.

But there are also a bunch of improvements and bug fixes. For example, one improvement, suggested by the community:
visitors will no longer be harmed by mobs. In fact, most of the additions and fixes in this update came from player suggestions
and bug reports. We really do appreciate all the help you guys give us. Keep it coming! Our forums are this way.

Here are the release notes...

New Features and Content. The Most Epic Blueprint Ever!:
Hey Creatifriends,

We've been so inspired by the blueprints you've been submitting to Steam Workshop that we decided it was time to join the fun!

But simply making a blueprint wasn't enough for us. Our blueprint had to be EPIC, and it needed an epic behind-the-scenes
video showing how we did it.

Without further adieu, we present...
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1099425795. Creativerse R19 - Let’s Go Shopping!:
We've got a treat in store for you today. Pun intended -- it's the return of the STORE! Not seen in the wild since last fall, the
store is packing a few things you’ll recognize, like fireworks and stained glass. There are also fancy new recipe packs. But the
thing we’re most excited about is a new feature called Blueprints.

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=477676397

Blueprints will make a master builder out of anyone by providing step-by-step instructions for building fantastic structures in
your world. The best part is once you start one, anyone in the world can participate for an fun team building experience. This
current version of blueprints is just the beginning -- we're planning on doing a lot with this system in the future, and we'd love to
hear your thoughts about how you’d like to see it grow.

A word about store currency: we won’t be accepting real money transactions until the game goes free later this year. Until then,
there’s a button in the store that will give you 10 free coins daily. Also, everyone will start with 200 coins in their account!

Lastly, we added two frequently requested features: 1) Sleep through the night! 2) Share stuff with friends by dropping items
into special loot bags.

Thanks for your continued support and feedback, everyone!

New Features and Content. Split Some Stacks in Creativerse R5:
Greetings Creatifriends,

First of all, we admit this release is on the lighter side in terms of new features. But we promise to make up for it in R6. In fact,
we're really starting to hit our stride here at Playful HQ and anticipate the next few releases will be heavier than usual, so get
ready for a bunch of new toys in the sandbox.

In the meantime, there's still some neat stuff to play with this time. You can finally split stacks. Now your buddy has no excuse
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not to share his stash of vines. You'll also see new and improved art for the loot bag, gauntlet and bombs. And first time players
will see a radar on their compass that makes finding that essential first crafting station more obvious.

Thanks again for your continued support of Creativerse! Happy building!

New Features and Content. Pebble's Super Summer Sandcastle Contest!:

Summertime is nearly here, and Pebble’s kicking the season off with a Super Summer Sandcastle Contest!

As you already know, Pebble is a renowned sandcastle expert and art lover. Your challenge is simple: build the ultimate
sandcastle (in Creativerse!), or create some Creativerse fan art that’ll fill Pebble’s thorax with summer spirit!

Challenge & Prizes. Creativerse FAQ:
Welcome to our Steam Forums, Creativerse fans!

We’d like to make this thread a hub for useful information and guides, as well as a space to answer some of the most common
questions we're seeing from our players.

 Rules and guidelines for participating on the forums. Elfi's Wonderland:
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Greetings, Creators!. Creativerse Release 3 Is Here:
Hey Creativersers,

Good news! We weren’t kidding about getting updates out to you sooner! That does mean there’s less new content in this update,
but it also means we’ll have more stuff for you just around the corner. Here’s what you’ll see in today’s update:

New Features and Content
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